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Abstract. Atrial flutter (AFL) is a supraventricular arrhythmia maintained by a macroreentrant circuit. 
The circuit responsible of AFL maintenance is difficult to be determined in cases of atypical circuits. 
In this work, we made use of wavefront propagation maps (WPMs) obtained from 64-lead body 
surface potential mapping (BSPM) recordings in order to characterize the rotation circuit non-
invasively. BSPM recordings were obtained for 8 patients with AFL (5 typical, 3 atypical). AFL waves 
with a length equal to the dominant atrial cycle length (DACL) were isolated from TQ segments free 
from ventricular activity. WPMs were constructed for all patients summarizing the electrical activity 
during AFL and the direction of rotation was determined. In all typical AFL patients directions were 
consistent with either clockwise or counterclockwise rotations while in atypical AFL patients different 
directions were found. WPMs appear as a promising tool for the non-invasive determination of the 
circuit maintaining AFL in each patient non-invasively and thus may help in planning ablation 
procedures. 
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1. Introduction 
Atrial flutter (AFL) is a supraventricular arrhythmia characterized by the presence in the 

electrocardiogram (ECG) of atrial complexes with constant morphology at a rate of 250-300 beats per 
minute. Although AFL is not a lethal arrhythmia it affects the quality of life of patients suffering this 
condition because of the effect of these rapid activations on the ventricular response [Garcia CF et al., 
2006]. Mechanism of perpetuation of AFL is a macroreentrant circuit or a circular activation around an 
obstacle. Depending on the structure that defines the reentrant circuit, AFL is subdivided into two 
categories: typical AFL, caused by a rotation around the tricuspid annulus and atypical AFL caused by 
a rotation around any other structure [Saoudi N et al., 2001].  

AFL can be terminated by ablation of some segment of the reentrant circuit, preferentially the 
narrowest portion of the circuit [Morady F, 1999]. Localization of the circuit responsible of the 
reentrance prior to the ablation procedure may help in planning the intervention and thus reducing 
intervention times and improving success rates. 

Body Surface Potential Mapping (BSPM) has been successfully used for the non-invasive 
determination of spatial characteristics not obvious in the standard ECG. BSPM has been used for the 
localization of accessory pathways in Wolf-Parkinson-White patients [Dubuc M el at., 1993] and also 
in the discrimination of the direction of rotation in typical AFL patients [SippensGroenewegen et al., 
2000]. However, interpretation of BSPM maps is not trivial and this has prevented the introduction of 
this technique in the clinical setting. We have recently reported a new method for summarizing BSPM 
maps and providing organization measurements in patients of atrial fibrillation (AF): surface wavefront 
propagation maps (WPMs) [Guillem MS et al., 2008]. In this work, we apply WPM for the non-
invasive characterization of AFL circuits and the determination of the direction of rotation of atrial 
activation during AFL.   
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2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Population under study and acquisition system 

This study included 8 consecutive patients admitted at Hospital General Universitario de Valencia 
with either typical or atypical AFL. Baseline recordings were acquired for 10 minutes with the patients 
in a supine position.  A total of 5 patients presented typical AFL waves with saw-tooth morphology.  
Atypical flutter was present in 3 patients with different AFL wave morphologies.   

A total of 64 unipolar leads were acquired simultaneously for each subject in addition to the 
standard limb leads. Chest leads (N=36) were arranged as a grid around V1 (see Fig. 1) while back 
leads (N=28) were arranged in a similar fashion around a lead opposite to V1 (V1post). We designed 
an elastic vest for specifically attaching the electrodes in the correct position on the chest and back of 
the patient. This attachment system allows repeatability in the measurements and provides a good 
contact of the electrodes with the skin of patient, reducing movement artefacts.  

 
 

Figure 1. Electrode positions recorded. Dark-gray dots indicate the positioning of unipolar elecrodes. Light-gray 
dots indicate positioning of right and left arm electrodes. Black electrodes represent the approximate 
location of precordial leads. The center of the figure represents the anterior part of the torso while the left 
posterior part of the torso is depicted at the leftmost part of the figure and the right posterior torso is 
depicted at the righmost part of the figure. 

Signals were acquired at a sampling rate of 2048 Hz, with a resolution of 1 microvolt and a 
bandwidth of 500 Hz. Before acquisition, signal quality of all leads was visually inspected and ECG 
recordings were stored for off-line processing. 

2.2. ECG signal processing 

ECG signals were processed using Matlab 7.0.1 (The Mathworks Inc, The Netherlands). Baseline 
wandering was reduced by subtracting the baseline to the recording, calculated by using a 3rd order 
Chebyshev filter. Signals were low-pass filtered in order to avoid myoelectric interference by using a 
low-pass filter (fc=40 Hz).  

Only long segments free from ventricular content were included in the study. For that purpose, 
fiducial points QRSonset and T-waveoffset were detected and only TQ segments longer than 400 ms were 
considered for further analysis. Fiducial point detections were visually inspected in order to avoid 
wrong detections or inclusion of T segments.  

In order to avoid baseline wandering, all AFL segments were filtered again. First, the mean value 
in each lead was subtracted and the baseline was again calculated and subtracted. For the estimation of 
the baseline, segments were downsampled (fs=128 Hz) and low-pass filtered (fc= 2 Hz). Then, the 
baseline was upsampled to 2048 Hz and subtracted to the segment. After baseline wandering 
correction, AFL segments were low-pass filtered (fc=20Hz). 

All leads in all segments were visually inspected. Leads presenting noticeable noise contributions 
(typically, a transient loss of contact in one electrode) were discarded and interpolated from its 
neighbouring electrodes by cubic spline interpolation. A maximum of two leads per patient were 
interpolated. 

AFL segments were split into shorter segments with length equal to the dominant atrial cycle 
length (DACL). In order to obtain the DACL, AFL signals were estimated from the surface ECG by 
cancelling the ventricular activity from the subtraction of a matching QRS-T template. This template 
was computed for each beat as a linear combination of the principal components previously obtained 
from the analysis of all beats in the ECG segment [Castells F. et al, 2005]. Welch’s periodogram was 
used to obtain the power spectral density of atrial signals (hamming window of 5.12 seconds and 50% 
overlap). The dominant frequency was defined as the dominant peak in the power spectrum.  DACL 
was calculated as the inverse of the mean dominant frequency found in leads V1, V6 and V1post.  
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A median AFL wave was computed for each patient by making use of a template averaging 
technique. Time stability of AFL waves was measured as the mean correlation coefficient of all AFL 
waves with respect to the median AFL wave. Finally, AFL waves were defined as segments free from 
ventricular activity, a length equal to the DACL centred at a position presenting maximum correlation 
to the median AFL wave. 

2.3. Wavefront propagation map construction 

Wavefront propagation maps (WPM) were constructed from a succession of isopotential maps 
representing the distribution of voltages on the body surface at any time instant. Isopotential maps are 
not easy to be interpreted and thus we implemented WPM in order summarize in a single map the time 
series of the propagation of AFL wavefronts. A succession of lines connecting points on the surface 
with positive slope and a voltage equal to zero at any time instant is displayed. This can be interpreted 
as displaying the points on the surface that are perpendicular to the electric field generated by the 
wavefront. Notice that we only take those points with a positive slope in order to have a single 
representation of each wavefront instead of having both the forward and backward movement of the 
wavefront. The rationale to employ this criterion is that at these points the slope of the signal is 
maximum, and hence the trigger is more robust to noise.  

3. Results 
Direction of propagation of AFL wavefronts was determined from WPMs. Two opposite rotation 

directions were observed in typical AFL patients: 1) compatible with counterclockwise (CCW) 
activation (see Fig.2.B): downward propagation on the anterior part of the torso moving towards the 
posterior torso and continuing with an upward propagation on the posterior torso and final downward 
propagation that ends at the same point at which the WPM started; 2) compatible with clockwise (CW) 
activation (see Fig.2.A): upward propagation on the anterior torso that spreads towards the superior 
part of the posterior torso and ends with a downward propagation on the back. Patients with atypical 
AFL presented varying propagation directions. Patient in Fig.2.C shows a rotating wavefront with a 
center of rotation near the sternum et the level of V1. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Wafefront propagation maps of three different patients. Time at which the isopotential line reaches each 
point on the body surface is depicted according to a gray scale. Panel A represents the WPM of patient 5, 
panel B represents the WPM of patient 2 and Panel C represents the WPM of patient 8. 

Table 1 summarizes the directions of rotation of all patients under study. Patients belonging to the 
typical AFL group presented a very stable FLA morphology that ranged from 90% to 98% similarity 
with the median AFL wave while patients with atypical AFL presented a lesser degree of stability 
ranging from 77% to 82 %. Among the typical AFL patients, 4 presented CCW direction of rotation 
whereas 1 patient presented CW rotation.    

4. Discussion and limitations 
WPMs of patients with typical and atypical AFL have been constructed. Although WPMs offer a 

simplified view of the succession of potentials that appear on the body surface during AFL, they allow 
summarizing the main direction of rotation of the electrical activation in a single map. This simplified 
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representation of the electrical activation of the atria during AFL facilitates the interpretation of body 
surface potential maps while providing spatial information additional to the standard ECG. 

Body surface potential maps during AFL had been previously reported and carefully interpreted in 
previous works [SippensGroenewegen et al., 2000]. As shown by Sippensgroenewegen, surface 
mapping studies allowed determining the direction of rotation of the electrical activation in the atria. 
However, they based their observations in the analysis of tens of isopotential maps, requiring a careful 
study. In this work, we propose a novel method that helps the interpretation of body surface maps 
during AFL. This method, previously used by our group for a non-invasive determination of the degree 
of organization of the electrical activity in the atria during atrial fibrillation [Guillem MS at el., 2008] 
is used now for the determination of the direction of rotation during AFL summarizing a large 
sequence of isopotential maps. 

Direction of rotation was easily determined from WPMs in all AFL patients. However, we have 
not confirmed yet the correspondence of WPMs and the circuit maintaining the arrhythmia in each 
patient. Further studies including information from intracardiac measurements will be required in order 
to determine the correlation of the directions found on the body surface and real atrial propagation.  

Table 1. Directions of propagation found in all patients under study. Number of AFL segments included in the 
study and time stability of AFL wavefronts are also given.  

 FLA type N segments Time-stability Wavefront propagation map direction 

Patient 1 Typical 202 96% anterior: downward, posterior: upward 

Patient 2 Typical 13 90% anterior: downward, posterior: upward 

Patient 3 Typical 13 98% anterior: downward; posterior: upward 

Patient 4 Typical 401 96% anterior: downward, posterior: upward 

Patient 5 Typical 17 97% anterior: upward, posterior: downward 

Patient 6 Atypical 38 82% anterior: upward, posterior: downward 

Patient 7 Atypical 13 77% left: upward, right: downward 

Patient 8 Atypical 204 85% inferior: right-left, superior: left-right 

5. Conclusions 
Wavefront propagation maps allow determining the direction of rotation of the electrical activity in 

the atria during atrial flutter in a non-invasive manner. This technique appears as a promising tool for 
the discrimination of typical and atypical AFL and for the determination of the circuit involved in the 
maintenance of the arrhythmia prior to the ablation procedure and may help in planning the 
intervention.  
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